CAVITY

Smooth curve.
Pleasant light.
The CAVITY range of luminaires offers an innovative, convincing solution for downlight,
in which a specially conceived, curved aluminum body replaces the reflector. The illuminant is
recessed deeply in the body, whose shape allows the light to spread freely from a trumpetshaped exit. The light appears to be sucked outwards, producing a glare-free, bright and
powerful light that has a pleasant effect irrespective of where you are in a room.
With its simple, harmonious and sealed-looking die-cast aluminum body, CAVITY has a
charming compact shape that deliberately eschews any material mixes. The various versions of
CAVITY can be integrated into a wide range of interiors and architectural contexts.
CAVITY can be installed in all spaces where suspended luminaires are to ensure a perfect and
pleasant light effect. On its own, grouped together or lined up, CAVITY sets accents above tables and counters. The suspended luminaires are held aloft by thin live wires. CAVITY Ceiling
and CAVITY Recessed integrate into ceilings and rooms or sets accents on walls or shelf areas.
CAVITY can be recessed, surface-mounted, or used as a suspended luminaire, and comes
in four finishes and two sizes, S (small) and L (large), for use wherever different lighting tasks
should be met uniformly with a single family of luminaires.
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CAVITY Recessed S, L

CAVITY Ceiling S, L

CAVITY Suspension S, L

material	housing: aluminium with black or white coating, aluminium gloss finish or bronze finish
lamp	Ceiling S, Recessed S, Suspension S: LED CoB 12 W; Ceiling L, Recessed L, Suspension L: LED CoB
20 W, LED-Holder: Zhaga compatible, CRI Ra>95, R9>90, EEK A+ (suitable for A++ bis A); other
technical versions (CCT/CRI/power) on request; LED unit can be replaced on site
control	Ceiling S, Recessed S, Suspension S: TRIAC dimmable with external trailing edge dimmers;
Ceiling L, Recessed L, Suspension L: TRIAC dimmable with external trailing edge dimmers, DALI or
1–10 V
light
directed downwards, shielded to the sides
features	housing tool-free mountable; 110 V versions on request; Ceiling L, Recessed L,
Suspension L: DALI and 1–10 V versions are suitable for the use in emergency lighting systems;
Recessed S, Recessed L: suitable for installation in suspended ceilings;
Suspension S, Suspension L: suitable for ceiling heights up to 3 m, special lengths on request
design
da Costa & Wolf
awards
2019 German Design Award »Winner«
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